Issuance and validation of the Carnet de Tir (shooting log)

1 - The regulation of the French Shooting Federation – FFTir (excerpt - translation)
To obtain the Carnet de Tir (shooting log), the shooter must respond satisfactorily to a
questionnaire (MQC) instituted by the federal circular DTN MM N ° 528 of 2 February 1999,
proving his knowledge concerning the acquisition and the respect of the various rules and
safety behaviours enacted by the FFTir.
To obtain this certificate, the candidate must answer all the elimination questions correctly,
with an overall minimum score of 12/20.

In the event of a positive result, the Club President or his representative retains the MCQ,
completes page 2 of the Carnet de Tir, validates the MQC test certificate with the date of
completion of the test and signs the Carnet de Tir after having assured that it includes the
photograph of the shooter and his signature. He then stamps the Carnet de Tir and the photo
with the stamp of the Club.
2 - Method of execution within the PTS

A Carnet de Tir will not be issued if the required conditions are not met.

1. The delivery is done by the Shooting Controller during the monthly Control Session.

2. The Shooting Controller checks beforehand that the candidate has his license and that

it has been validated by a doctor.

3. The shooter answers the MCQ questions given by the Shooting Controller and in his

presence.

4. The Shooting Controller corrects the QCM. He carefully checks the answers and

especially those relating to the elimination questions.

5. He fills out the Carnet de Tir and gives it to the candidate. The latter must affix a

photograph and sign it.

6. The Shooting Controller signs the Carnet de Tir and adds the Club stamp:

- in the box provided for annual checks.
- on the photo.

7. If the photograph can not be provided on the spot, invite the new holder to do so and

present his Carnet de Tir for stamping at the next Control Session, indicating that,
without these stamps, his Carnet de Tir is not valid.

8. Put the completed MCQs at the disposal of the Club Secretary in the dedicated locker.

NB:

New shooters can download Rod Haselden-Nicholls’ "Discovering Sports Shooting
Manual", an English translation of the FF Tir “Manuel de découverte du tir sportif”
containing all the answers to the questions on the FFTir Questionnaire.

The current version, in French, of the “Manuel de découverte du Tir sportif” can be obtained
from the FF Tir website (https://www.fftir.org/fr/avant_propos_fftir or
https://www.fftir.org/images/documents/fftir_2016_manuel_de_de_couverte_du_tir_sportif_44_
pages_pre_t_a_imprimer_.pdf) or by searching for "Manuel de découverte du tir sportif" MAJ
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